
Broadcast Solutions is one of Europe’s biggest system integrators and consists of a group of companies acting 
worldwide. Started in Germany 15 years ago, Broadcast Solutions stands for innovation and engineering „Made in 
Germany“. With subsidiaries in Europe, Asia and the Middle East the group plans, implements and realises projects 
and offers its services in all broadcast and content related areas – globally.

With more than 150 employees worldwide and working as a hardware independent system integrator Broadcast 
Solutions offers its customers tailor-made solutions – from idea to implementation and beyond.

Your tasks 
  Shareholding and project planning
  Ad-hoc analyses and evaluations
  Preparation of business planning and management reports
  Preparation of evaluations from merchandise management systems
  Accompanying the development of new business areas
  Process analysis and continuous process optimization 
  You report directly to the management

You concive with your profile
  Masters in business administration
  Ideally first work experience
  Analytical, conceptual and a corporate attitude
  Very good English skills, both written and spoken 
   Personally, you are characterized by negotiating skills, independent work, a confident 

manner as well as flexibility and teamwork
  You are willing to travel occasionally

Our offer
   A varied, exciting and selfreliant working environment as well as a thorough initial 

training
  You will work in an international company with established structures
  Interesting projects and the chance to develop professionally
  Flat hierarchies and the opportunity to get actively involved
   You are part of an international team that is actively engaged in shaping the changes 

in the media industry
   Additional employee benefits such as company pension plans and supplementary 

health insurance financed by the company

Start a career in our international team as

Junior Economist (m/f/o) 
Commercial planning / Shareholding and project planning

Are you interested? 
Please send us your CV and documents 
with details of your salary expectations 
and your earliest starting date by e-mail to

 Broadcast Solutions GmbH 
Nanni Beck, Head of Human Resources 
Alfred-Nobel-Straße 5 
55411 Bingen am Rhein
Germany 
www.broadcast-solutions.de  
jobs@broadcast-solutions.de

We are happy to answer your questions 
about the job offer by telephone at  
+49 6721 4008 25.


